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shockingly poor historically and game mechanisms about as realistic as drughts or chequers would be. shockingly poor
historically and game mechanisms about as realistic as drughts or chequers would be. So sad, this game is childs play with a
small map genaric units and absolutly no real campaign. its a bunch of unrelated battles that can be played individualy. dont get
this its a wast of your money even on sale. if you want a puzzle game, which this is go get yourself a rubix cube and have more
variation. why bother to name the units when they are all exactly the same? i dont even mean there are diffrent types of infintry,
or that each nations is the diffrent they all have the same factors except for some generic bonuses you give at the begaining of
every battle to any random unit you want to, and there not earned there a set amount. a little more effort and this could have
been a good game, but no thanks again for a half /// product that looks like somebody got board designing it half way through.
unless you want a puzzle game dressed up in era uniforms closer to paper rock scisors then a real war game. if thats what you
want have fun.. So sad, this game is childs play with a small map genaric units and absolutly no real campaign. its a bunch of
unrelated battles that can be played individualy. dont get this its a wast of your money even on sale. if you want a puzzle game,
which this is go get yourself a rubix cube and have more variation. why bother to name the units when they are all exactly the
same? i dont even mean there are diffrent types of infintry, or that each nations is the diffrent they all have the same factors
except for some generic bonuses you give at the begaining of every battle to any random unit you want to, and there not earned
there a set amount. a little more effort and this could have been a good game, but no thanks again for a half /// product that
looks like somebody got board designing it half way through. unless you want a puzzle game dressed up in era uniforms closer to
paper rock scisors then a real war game. if thats what you want have fun.. So sad, this game is childs play with a small map
genaric units and absolutly no real campaign. its a bunch of unrelated battles that can be played individualy. dont get this its a
wast of your money even on sale. if you want a puzzle game, which this is go get yourself a rubix cube and have more variation.
why bother to name the units when they are all exactly the same? i dont even mean there are diffrent types of infintry, or that
each nations is the diffrent they all have the same factors except for some generic bonuses you give at the begaining of every
battle to any random unit you want to, and there not earned there a set amount. a little more effort and this could have been a
good game, but no thanks again for a half /// product that looks like somebody got board designing it half way through. unless
you want a puzzle game dressed up in era uniforms closer to paper rock scisors then a real war game. if thats what you want
have fun.. a fun lite napoleonic game - its much like the Hexwar strategy games, but this one is better i find in that the
animations are more pleasant and i think there are more possibilities for how to win than in the hexwar games. The game
mechanics of course are more like panzer corps than SSI's Battles of Napoleon, - the most irksome is probably that only one unit
can occupy a square, even though a square itself can be quite large on the battlefield - so its some level of abstraction one must
expect with a game like this. I recommend this one nevertheless for those who like all things napoleonic and dont mind it when
the game is at best bearing a napoleonic flavour rather than being historically accurate.. wow what a disapointment this game has
terrible grahicsfor 20 dollars game is not worth it i have a good graghics card game plays like 2d grahics real small maps and
units you can hardly tell what side purchased this game and asked for refund after 20 min of play game is horrible. Really nice
to have a good turn based strategy set in the era. I am really enjoying it so far.. wow what a disapointment this game has terrible
grahicsfor 20 dollars game is not worth it i have a good graghics card game plays like 2d grahics real small maps and units you
can hardly tell what side purchased this game and asked for refund after 20 min of play game is horrible. Really like this game.
Ok, it's a theme I enjoy so I'm gonna be interested from the get go . but it's fun. It's a challenge and you can try out a range of
strategies which feel like you have a sense of controlling the action. It's not a realistic simulation, it's not even a semi-accurate
simulation but it is a good game. If you like the theme or the genre - give it a go.
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